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Making the Local-Global Connection 

Managing multi-country trade credit risks presents unique 
challenges. Relying solely on a domestic policy for worldwide 
protection can leave a multinational company with unwelcome 
surprises. 

A Controlled Master Program for Trade Credit Risks

A leading provider of controlled master programs for some 80 
years, AIG now applies global protection to trade credit risks.  
A controlled master program enables a multinational to combine 
the advantages of both local and global trade credit insurance in 
a single program: local policies are issued as needed in various 

A customer may default on payments 
due to its own cashflow issues or be 
dragged down by problems farther 
along its supply chain. In today’s 
global business environment, trade 
credit exposure is everywhere. 

Comprehensive Global Protection for your Accounts Receivable

Whether a company is expanding sales to new customers in emerging markets, or doing 
“business as usual” in longstanding economies, the risk of customer default is always present. 
With the unprecedented interdependence of supply chains and both national and regional 
economies, accounts receivable are at risk as never before. 

Today, sophisticated multinationals need more than basic trade credit insurance. They need 
trade credit solutions that align with their exposures, regulations and business climates around 
the globe. They need a trade credit insurance carrier that can readily follow them across 
borders and trade zones – wherever opportunity takes them.

No carrier is better equipped to provide this multinational trade credit insurance than AIG.

countries and combined with a global “master” policy issued in 
the multinational’s home country. The global master policy may 
offer “difference in conditions/difference in limits” coverage — 
serving as a backstop for all of the local policies.

With our controlled master program, the client’s home  
office ensures consistent protection and maintains control of 
credit risk management, while providing local trade credit 
insurance where it makes sense. Clients work with a dedicated, 
experienced trade credit underwriter to design, structure and 
service their program worldwide. They can also review their policy 
terms and conditions online and request new and increased credit 
limits,24 hours a day from anywhere in the world.1

1 Subject to the global policy’s terms, conditions and remaining limits.

For multinationals invoicing customers from subsidiaries in highly regulated countries, 
such as Brazil, India and China, locally underwritten trade credit insurance is a must.  
AIG can structure a controlled master program, with locally issued policies designed to  
fit each multinational subsidiary’s needs and business strategies.
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Qualified clients have the 
security of non-cancellable 
credit limits and the autonomy to 
manage their credit risk on  
a day-to-day basis. 

Worldwide, Non-cancellable Protection, Tailored to 
Individual Needs

Our clients benefit from the gold standard in trade credit 
insurance: we offer non-cancellable credit limits and excess 
of loss program structures around the world. AIG Trade Credit 
is licensed to provide trade credit insurance in 60 countries, 
including many emerging markets. AIG has been providing trade 
credit insurance in multiple countries around the world for more 
than three decades. 

Whether a client needs local policies, a global policy, or a 
combination of both, we can design a controlled master program 
to provide it. 

State of the Art Technology

Alongside our Global Limits online policy management system, 
our enhanced technology platform, Global Limits Manager 
(GLM), works hand-in-hand with our trade credit insurance, 
making it easy for companies to manage and monitor customer 
credit limits, while simplifying overdue and adverse reporting 
requirements worldwide. GLM also allows clients to achieve credit 
limit certainty — and even supports management of self-insured 
bad debt reserves for captives. 

AIG Multinational 
Wherever you are today, wherever you want to be 
tomorrow, you will have the protection and service 
you need to do business with confidence. With AIG 
Multinational’s flexible, collaborative approach, you can 
make informed decisions and secure the multinational 
solutions that work best for your trade credit risks. 

A Proven Partner in Claims

We have the experience and proven commitment to paying 
claims: AIG has paid more than $1 billion in trade credit claims. 

Today, through AIG’s network of 120 claims offices, our clients 
have local access to claims expertise they need to adjust losses 
and make recoveries. Whether a claim is driven by a single 
default or a market crisis, our clients can count on swift service 
and equitable resolution of claims. 
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This product [profile/brochure] is intended as a guide to coverage benefits only. The precise scope and breadth of policy coverage is subject to the specific terms and conditions of the policy wording.

American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading international insurance organization serving customers in more than 130 countries and jurisdictions. AIG companies serve commercial, institutional, and 
individual customers through one of the most extensive worldwide property-casualty networks of any insurer. In addition, AIG companies are leading providers of life insurance and retirement services in the United 
States. AIG common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange and the Tokyo Stock Exchange.

Additional information about AIG can be found at www.aig.com | YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig | Twitter: @AIGinsurance | LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/aig

AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American International Group, Inc. For additional information, please visit our website 
at www.aig.com. Products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of American International Group, Inc. Not all products and services are available in every jurisdiction, and insurance 
coverage is governed by actual policy language. Certain products and services may be provided by independent third parties.
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AIG will accommodate its clients’ preferences, whether you opt for local policies, a 
global policy, or a controlled master program, our global network, experience and 
flexibility give you unparalleled advantages.

Our Program Options:

• Local Policies – policies issued in countries outside of your home country that insure 
A/R invoiced by your local offices. Each policy is issued by a locally licensed AIG 
company.

• Global Policy – A policy issued in your home country covering your local offices as 
Additional Named Insureds (ANIs). Global policies are issued by an AIG company 
licensed in your home country.

• Controlled Master Program (CMP) – A CMP combines local policies with a global 
program structure. Master policy issued in your home country and local policies issued 
where you need them.

• Freedom of Service (FOS) – In Europe, a single policy can be issued by an  
AIG company in one EEA country covering A/R invoiced by local offices in multiple 
EEA countries.

Questions to Consider:

•  Could your company benefit from 
safely expanding sales and extending 
credit to new or existing customers?

•  Can your company take advantage 
of emerging market opportunities to 
compete in today’s global market?

•  How large are your local subsidiaries’ 
accounts receivable portfolios?

•  How large are your local credit 
limits? Is there risk concentration to 
consider?

•  What is the frequency/severity of 
your expected losses?

•  What is your local subsidiary’s 
structure/capital position?
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AIG’s global network spans more than 200* countries and 
includes the largest owned insurance network available in the 
property casualty industry. This network is now enhanced to 
bring our multinational clients the market-leading accounts 
receivable protection they need around thethe globe.
*Includes owned operations and network partners

For more information on AIG Multinational solutions, 
please visit our website at www.aig.com/multinational.


